The four-color theorem states that no more than four colors are required to color all nodes in planar graphs such that no two adjacent nodes are of the same color. The theorem was first propounded by Francis Guthrie in 1852. Since then, scholars have either failed to solve this theorem or required computer assistance to prove it. Hence, the goal of this paper is to provide the first correct proof of this 170-year-old mathematical problem composed with the human brain and without computer assistance in only five pages.
Lemma 3 All row vectors are linear independence of both the coefficient matrix and augmented matrix in the four-component, four-color linear system constructed by the Eqs. (1) and (2) after removing one color equation from each triangle and all duplicates.
The Proof
The proof of the four-color theorem is provided below.
Theorem 1 Each planar graph is 4-colorable.
Proof
Each planar graph can be transferred into a triangular graph by adding required edges, and said triangular graph can be further transferred into a four-component, four-color linear system after introducing the zero-one variable xi,j for i = 1, 2, …, |V|+|F|−1 and j = 1, 2, 3, 4. All row vectors are linearly independent in both the coefficient matrix and augmented matrix in the four-component, four-color linear system. Furthermore, all constants are one in all equations in the linear system. Hence, the linear system has integer-feasible solutions, i.e., the triangular graph is four-colorable. Because the removal of edges that are not in the original planar graph from the triangular graph has no effect on the colors in nodes, the four-color theorem is correct. □
Discussion
The four-color theorem is the most actively worked-on problem in graph theory. The first correct, simple, and unassisted proof is provided for the 170-year-old four-color theorem in this paper based on two innovations: the complementary colored face and the four-component, fourcolor linear system. These novel concepts build a bridge between graph theory and linear algebra that can be harnessed by scholars to assist them in solving other problems.
